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From The Tiller

Even though the offi-
cial sailing season is

over ASC seems as busy
as ever what with picnic
day, centreboard presen-
tation, working bees,
commodores ball and
winter sail training. I
hope you are finding
time to attack that list of
off season jobs that
seems to grow during
the season.

Many of us enjoyed picnic day at Portuguese Beach.
The weather was kind to us and a good number of peo-
ple from all three Pittwater clubs gathered for the usual
beach games, tug o war and famous egg toss. Avalon
once again dominated the tug o war and Ross
Trembath's vocal cords were given a work out during
the egg tossing competition. Even those who smuggled
hard boiled eggs into the comp were eliminated fairly
early leaving those with the skill, Ian McKillop and
Chris McClelland from RPAYC to claim victory this
year. Ritchie Venn did a great job of serving the famous
Sherman Shooters as the Sherman himself could not be
with us. The sight of Mr Pott (Michael Anderson RPA)
hobbling over the sand on his sore ankles to help finish
off the last of the shooters is testament to their popular-
ity the length and breadth of Pittwater. Thanks Geoff
and Ritchie. 

The centreboard presentation was held on the first
Sunday in May. Congratulations to all those who
received trophies in point score or club championship
events, it was great to see some new faces from Red
and Gold Divisions. I’d like to take this opportunity to
thank all members who have contributed to the success
of our Blue, Red and Gold Divisions this season,
through rostered duty, support on the rigging deck,
registration, canteen etc etc without you our centre-
board division could not function. We acknowledged a
number of key players in the success of our junior divi-
sions namely Peter Gale for services to Blue Division,
Julia and Chris Smith being The Outstanding Junior
Family, Greg Bolton as centreboard handicapper, Alex
Murray, Sarah Nairn and Geoff Sherman for services to
the Friday schools program. There are some great pho-
tos on the website thanks to Michael Maher – have a
look. 

The end of season working bee was a huge success
with over 50 people helping out during the weekend.
All sorts of jobs were completed from flag poles to oar
and outboard racks to Puffin deck fittings to defrosting

the freezers. Certainly the best attended working bee I
can remember. The Avalon spirit is alive and well.
Thanks to all.

Our flag poles have returned thanks to Julian Golding
and Ace Flagpoles. I’m sure you would all agree the rig-
ging deck looks pretty amazing. We now have the
opportunity to support the sponsors who support us. 

The Commodores ball was great fun with members and
friends going to extraordinary efforts with their cos-
tumes. The recycled theme was dealt with in all sorts of
ways with the very creative knitting their outfits out of
garbage bags or stitching men’s ties together to designer
clothes from St Vinnies to wearing past Commodores
Ball outfits, it really was a great night. Ritchie and Linda
Venn arrived much later in the evening fully dressed as
recyclers and ready to load all the recyclables into their
URM garbage truck. What will he think of next year?
Congratulations to all those who received trophies espe-
cially Greg Bolton and Gaye and Michael Lee. It was my
pleasure to formally thank our patron Iain Murray and
his wife Alex for their generous gift of 10 Nippas to our
training fleet. We presented Iain and Alex with a framed
club burgee and photograph of the first 40 kids to do the
learn to sail program using the new boats. Thanks Iain
and Alex. We also officially named our new response
boat. For those of us who have become quite used to
calling it "Yellow Boat", the name is now "Yellow Glenn"
in recognition of Glenn Sanders’ enormous contribution
to our club. Jimmy Catts is doing a deal with "Yellow
Glen" champagne, the details are yet to be finalised so
watch this space. A big thank you to Jeni Hudson and
her team for transforming the cub house, to Helen Bayer
for volunteering as our new social coordinator and Celia
and Ian Craig for organising the yacht trophies once
again.

As most of you would know our three new Puffin
Pacers have arrived and are on the deck. Harken have
donated all the deck and rig hardware and Lee Sails and
Contender sailcloth have donated the sails for each boat.
It has been quite overwhelming the generosity of so
many, thanks to all. It took a while to drill that first hole
but once it was done Peter Gale and Rob Wall have been
busy fitting out. These are going to be the best equipped
Puffins on the water. I would like to say thanks to those
members who have already made donations to the clubs
Dinghy appeal through the Australian Sports
Foundation. You will find a donation form with this
newsletter. If you are able, please support this fully tax
deductible appeal. David Wear is happy to answer any
questions you may have regarding this fund.  

The new season will be upon us in no time so keep
whitling away at that jobs list. 

Peter Kidner
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THE ASC RECIPE BOOK
Coming soon at a store near you

Our very own Recipe Book...what a great idea. 
Having dined both on land and water 

(not to mention the BBQ deck) with many members 
we all know that the Club has culinary talent in excess. 

Lets harness it and maybe generate some money for the Club in the process

Please send your favourite recipes to Elizabeth Kidner or place in the box provided 
at the club situated on the sign on table. I you can, please, include a photo of the finished 

product, the cook, the ingredients etc.  Recipes will be collated and published into 
a book format next season depending on participation.  

So take a minute to think about food.  
All suggestions gratefully received, kids included, indeed especially.  

Recipes may fall into categories such as BBQ, Picnic, Cruising, Favourites 
from the Kids, catering for a crowd, on the deck etc... 

Each entry will be allocated a number which will go into 
a draw for a prize, attach your name to your recipe.      

Thanks for your assistance.
Email <pkbuild@tpg.com.au>

Fax – 9918 4479



Guess Who...Don’t Sue
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Who was so embarrassed by the improvement
in boat speed that his folding prop has made

that he added another four minutes on to his
dedicated winter race handicap and STILL beat
the Commodore's "eggshell" over the line by seven
minutes, to come in first. Good sport Geoff, and
what is the Cavalier going to be like when the new
sails arrive?

Who arrived late at the Commodores Ball in
the ultimate recyclable vehicle (a garbage

truck) and then proceeded to reverse down the
road outside the clubhouse to within one 
nano-metre of our Club secretary who evidently
was not that enchanted. The truck has a reverse
viewing video system by the way. The ice was
broken when Linda and Ritchie nonchalantly 
wandered down the road to the now hands on hips
target and said "What's wrong Ian,don't you
speak to garbage men anymore.

My apologies to our cruising director for not
thinking of it earlier, but we could have had

a winter inland cruise to view the "Transit of
Venus" from the Woodford Astronomical Academy.
Plenty of Motels and restaurants around the Leura
area.Maybe the next one Stuart which will be in
2012 or if that is too early how about 2117.

Who was the the ASC member/yacht broker who
made an error of Olympian proportion 

recently? Read his confession in the column opposite.

Norm Field

Did I Feel Stupid
A lady came into the brokerage a few weeks ago
looking to buy a dinghy for her son. 
The conversation went like this.

"My son has asked me to buy him a dinghy...he needs
to be able to get out to his boat from the
shore...it's not very far to the boat, but he is rather
tall, 6ft 4", so I'm not quite sure what sort of
dinghy to buy him; what have you got?"

I answered
"Wow, 6ft 4", that IS tall he'll need the biggest
dinghy we have".

"No" she said "he specifically instructed me he only
needs a small one. It's only a very short distance to
the boat and he won't take any passengers, he will
just row out on his own and then bring the big boat
in to the jetty".

I said, with some humour (I thought)
"Can he swim?...if the boat is that close it's a much
cheaper option"

"Yes" she said he can swim and has been doing that
but I don't like it, there are sharks and when its
dark I'm always worried that he'll get run over by a
passing boat".

We then went into the process of showing the lady
the various dinghy options and decided on a 7ft
model complete with oars and rowlocks.

"Is a cheque ok", she said.

"A credit card would be preferable unless you have a
company cheque", I said.

She opened her handbag and said "Yep, I've got the
company cheque book with me".

The Company name? Ian Thorpe 

And I asked Can he swim.... Da

Mike Maher
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Who’d Go Sailing With Me? 
A Tale of Woe

Imust have slain an albatross. The thought crosses my
mind as I type this when I should be sailing in the 

re-scheduled Retriever Trophy race. So what’s going on?

With a cleaned hull and a forecast mid-afternoon
southerly pointing to a small boat race, the omens were
looking good for Greensleeves. I should have known
better. After dropping the
mooring and getting a minor
amount of way on, we had the
motor expire. Wasn’t all bad,
however, sore back not with-
standing, I managed to grab
the stern of the dinghy and
save some possible embarrass-
ment. Not fancying sailing up McCarrs Creek into the
teeth of the predicted 25 knot southerly, we put the gear
away, erected the boom-tent and had lunch.

Is someone trying to tell me something? So far this 
season I’ve had two abortive attempts to get to the 
starting line, been aground five times on four different
yachts, one of them Greensleeves, and lost two 
propellers, one on yet another yacht, the other lost in one
of the groundings.

The two most notable events took place on the Sydney
36 I sail on most Saturdays. The first of these took place
on Boxing Day in the fairway of the RPAYC marina as
we were proceeding to our berth. I managed to get onto
the marina with a line only to have to sit out the next

several hours waiting for the tide. Red wine and
savouries thrown to me in plastic containers kept me
amused.

The most recent grounding was less of a laughing 
matter. A race to Newcastle in the Sydney 36 finished
in the early evening. Following a brief break for dinner

at the Newcastle
Marina we set off to
return to Sydney. As
we motored out I
was just settling
down in a quarter-
berth, stripped to
my under-daks

because of the heat when I was startled by a brief jud-
dering sound . This could have been the result of weed
hitting the propeller but it was soon followed by a
heavy juddering thud which brought the boat to an
abrupt halt. I was torn between racing on deck as I
was, or donning my inflatable life-jacket and a bit of
protective clothing. In the dark with the boat bouncing
around I could not find my gear as a sail had been
dumped on it so I started up the companion-way as I
was. Silhouetted in a very close Nobby’s lighthouse I
could see the helmsman driving hard with the motor
flat out and before I could climb the stairs he had us
off the sandbar and under way. Apparently he had
missed a light and turned too soon. Fortunately there
was little wave action and the loss of a bit of anti-foul-
ing was the only damage. The trip back to Sydney was

otherwise uneventful.

Is that all? Well, almost. There was the
cracked rib 
sustained the day after Boxing Day when
the Sydney 36 bucked and threw me
across the saloon during a 
spinnaker pack. Then there was the trip
up the mast during the previous
Retriever Trophy race to retrieve the
spinnaker halyard and perhaps as a
result the crook back which has kept me
out of sailing for a couple of weeks.
Maybe that’s the safest place for me but
if I can get my motor fixed in time I’ll be
out for the next race. I think.

Bob Batchelor

Please send your tale of woe to Jibsheet. We all 
know what a great leveller sailing can be...don’t be shy,

share your pain with us, lets try and get a regular 
feature going...we could call it “The Confessional”

...oh no that’s been done by the poms. 
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The Commodores Ball 2004 
“Recycled”

Photos by 
Ross Trembath
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Centreboard Corner 
And the Winners Were

These and more 
pictures

of our Junior
Champions 

can be seen at 
the ASC website

Go to page 8 for details on 
the Trophies



The Club Centreboard Trophies
A look at the history

VULCAN TROPHY
Overall handicap winner, Sabot/MJ.  In memory of Ross Field
who died in a flying accident in 1982.  "Vulcan" was built by
Norm and Wendy in 1972 and the three Field boys all sailed her
at Avalon.  Restored in 1997 –the red boat – used  by the training
division and shortly to be used by the Field grandchildren.

W.N. ALLAN TROPHY
Overall scratch winner.  Won in 1953/54 by John Lingard who
managed to beat David Forbes in most of the races they sailed in.
John’s  father Frank was in charge of the torpedo firing range at
Taylors Pt. from 1942 and a lot of the spare parts for Avalon  VJ’s
came courtesy of the R.A.N.   Won in 1954/55 by Ken Hudson
who became commodore of R.P.Y.A.C.  and whose brother Don,
was also a member and became commodore of R.S.YS.

GUTHRIE TROPHY
Sabot/MJ. Club Championship Originally the M.J. opening day
trophy in 1968, donated by Mr. Guthrie who owned the house
next to the Club.  He was also Don MacLachlan"s father-in-law.
Won in 1979/80 by David Field by default when a southerly
buster decimated the fleet, the race was abandoned by 0the res-
cue boat could not catch "Vulcan" which planed all the way up
Pittwater and finished at Sandy Point.

HEAD-AKE TROPHY
Originally Flying 11 scratch.  Donated by Geoff Carter’s parents.
All of Geoff’s boats from M.J. on have been called some form of
"Ed-ake" and most of us know why.
Now given to a sailor who shows commitment and perserverence
in Gold Division.

ARCHINA CUP
{resented by Mr. Phil Goldstein, patron of the Club in ………  and
owner skipper of the magnificent yacht "Archina" the Club flag-
ship built before the first world war and moored at Clareville.
Won 1950/51/52 for interclub competition by David Forbes.
Given to a sailor who shows considerable improvement over the
season.

THE BELLINGHAM SHIELD
This trophy is awarded to an outstanding Club centreboard sailor
for being a good sports person, contributing to the running of the
Club, inter-club events and good seamanship.  This Shield was
donated originally in 1946 by Mr. H>G> Bellingham, a vice-presi -
dent and patron for many years.  A notable winner in 1951-52 was
David Forbes, for many years the Club V.J. Captain and who has
probably represented Australia internationally in world champi-
onships and the Olympics (winning a gold medal) more than any
other yachtsman.  Another winner in 1965 was Jim Catts.  The
Bellingham family, courtesy of Peter Bellingham, presented us
with a restored trophy in 1997.

THE CREW’S TROPHY
The crew giving the most support to the skipper during the sea-
son and being a non boat owner.
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PHILLIP BAKER TROPHY
Awarded to an outstanding male sailor who has provided assis-
tance and inspiration to other sailors. Named  in honour of Phillip
Baker, a keen young club sailor, who was crew on the yacht
"Montego Bay" which sank with the loss of all hands during a
race off Botany Bay.`

MARY IFOULD TROPHY
Given to an outstanding female sailor who provided assistance
and inspiration to other sailors.  Presented by Mary Ifould in
1966.  Mary for many years sailed her Flying 15 "Trio" out of
Avalon in the 60’s and was probably one of Australia’s  first
woman Flying 15 skippers.  Her son was also a member of the
Club and her husband Lister was a crew member on the yacht
"Struan Marie", winner of the Hobart race in 1951(when men were
real men).

THE CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY
For outstanding representation of the Club at national, state and
interclub events.  Our first Club trophy presented by Mr. J.G.
Vaughan, the founder of Avalon Sailing Club in 1938.  The
Vaughan boys, Les and Harold started sailing their VJ’s in 1933 off
Clareville Beach which inspired the local families to share a jig
frame and combine to build a small fleet.  By 1937 there were 10
boats built and Mr. Vaughan organised, started and finished the
fleet on the area in which we now sail.  In 1938 he officially
formed the Club and donated the handsome silver cup.
The first winner in 1939 was Harold Vaughan who became a great
character on the Australian sailing scene and wrote many books
on sailing.  David Forbes was also a recipient as was Jim Catts in
1965.

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN TROPHY
Presented to the most outstanding junior family for services to the
Club.

SAN PEDRICO TROPHY
Overall scratch winner.  Presented by Captain and Mrs. Aitken in
1962.  captain Aitken was a Torres Strait pilot who used to navi-
gate the ships through the Great Barrier Reef and Torres Strait.
Won in  1969/70 by Grant Simmer, navigator on Australia 2 when
Australia won the Americas Cup.  Won in 1970/71 by Phil Bate,
rigger and crew member of our Americas Cup yachts.  Won in
1989/90 by James Spithill, young Australian helmsman in the
Americas Cup.

WARREN PAYNE TROPHY
Overall handicap winner.  In memory of Warren Payne a 17 year
old VJ skipper who drowned off Long Nose Point in a 30 knot
southerly.  His 9 year old forward hand was rescued.  In those
days life jackets were not required and the Club had only one res-
cue boat which could not cope with the conditions and the search
was carried out the Commodore’s 48 foot sloop"Janet M".

HOLIDAY TROPHY
The most enthusiastic sailor in the division.  Won in 1968/69 by a
young Ross Trembath.



Cruising Musing
The Easter Bunny (Bundeena) Cruise
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With a four day break and unusually fair weather
for Easter the plan was to join up with Greg

Edwards on "Swagman" and set off south to Bundeena.
Greg unfortunately was unable to join us as he was
delayed sailing one of the Mooloolaba racers back and
they had been becalmed, making him way behind
schedule.  Good Friday looked a good day for a bit of a
coastal cruise, so lacking any other keen starters, we set
off alone once again in "Kate Kelly".  We didn’t set off
until midday waiting
for the wind to get up
and were rewarded
with a pleasant ENE
wind to take us down
to the Harbour.  There
was quite a big swell
but slight seas and
"Kate" loved it.  We
rounded North Head
at 1600 and were
snugly anchored up at
Quarantine by 1630.
We spent a beautiful
starry night at anchor
and set off the next
morning for Port
Hacking.
Unfortunately this
time the wind was in
the wrong direction
(SSE), very light and
the swell was heavy.
The wave refraction
off the headlands was
not very comfortable
either!  We stayed well
out to seaward, pass-
ing the huge cliffs of
The Gap and
Macquarie Light, past
Ben Buckler, Boora
Point, Long Bay Jail,
making somewhat
slow progress.  We then made the mistake of tacking
towards Cape Banks off the entrance to Botany Bay to
have a closer look at the scenic attractions!
Conditions off Cape Banks were pretty horrible – we
rolled and wallowed in the big swell and light air
watching plane after plane come and go from the air-
port and wondering whether the huge oil tanker we
could see round the corner in the harbour was in fact
moving or just had steam up to cook their tea!  We
tacked out to seaward again and sailed past Cape
Solander and Cape Baily to cross Bate Bay and

approach Port Hacking.  We saw the only wildlife of
the day in Bate Bay – a large seal lying on its back with
flippers raised skywards until we disturbed its reverie
and it dived beneath us.  Not a bite from a fish all day
either.  Not many yachts about too – where are all the
coastal cruisers?  We entered Port Hacking, some 39.7
nautical miles from home and decided to check out
Gunnamatta Bay before stopping for the night.  The
entrance to the bay was quite exciting – very narrow in

the north-running chan-
nel after the dogleg.
There is plenty of deep
water in the bay itself
but it is mainly marinas
and moorings – not
very appealing for
anchoring.  The water is
shallow running along
the edge of the sand
coming out and is best
attempted before low
water but the channel is
clearly marked.  At
1630 we dropped
anchor at Jibbon Beach,
which is a delightful
bay with a beautiful
sandy beach and a
rocky headland wrap-
ping round to Hacking
Point.  There are pleas-
ant walks through the
bush and round the
point, giving good
views up the coast and
out to the bombora,
which is a navigational
hazard when entering
Port Hacking from the
south.  Next to us at
Jibbon was a beautiful
old S&S 43 called
"Landfall".  She was

built in 1934 in Tasmania, the first S&S built in
Australia.  A beautiful Huon pine yacht in immaculate
condition.  A lovely sight to have the two S&S yachts
alongside in the setting sun.  Sadly there was another
boat in the bay that managed to mar what would have
otherwise have been another lovely starlit peaceful
night at anchor.

Continued on page 10
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A large motor cruiser, parked, as usual, as close to the
beach as possible and in the windward position, was run-
ning his noisy engine flat-out for hours on end.
Presumably he had to power the flickering blue T.V. screen,
the loud music and the casino-bright lights he was blazing.
Why come to a pristine peaceful location if you aren’t even
going to look at it, let alone appreciate it?!

We decided not to explore Port Hacking any further, as the
tide was not helpful and a lot of it is fairly shallow.  So after
lunch on Sunday we set off back to Sydney Harbour.  The
wind of course had now gone into the north at about 10
knots so we had to beat our way to windward, but at least
we did have some wind this time!  We stayed in a bit closer
this time and had a good look at Bondi etc, but frankly I
think the coastline is much more interesting between
Sydney and Pittwater than the stretch south to Port
Hacking.  There was a spectacular surf rescue going on at
Clovelly Beach and a fabulous sunset over Bondi Beach as
we sailed north and we were shortly sailing in darkness
looking at the dramatically floodlit Macquarie Light.  There
were still so many planes flying around that Sue sometimes
had trouble working just what sort of vehicle she was look-
ing at in the darkness!  Very high masts in the distance or
very low aircraft?!   It is quite spectacular to sail into
Sydney Harbour in darkness. We anchored round the cor-
ner at Quarantine Beach again at 8.00 p.m.  There were only
a handful of boats there and we had a lovely peaceful
evening and barbecue on board, finishing off the last of the
Easter Eggs with a nice glass of port!  The next morning we
set off for home with a lovely southerly breeze to help us
on our way.  Easter Monday was a superb day and we had
a most enjoyable sail home.  We say the most extraordinary
fish just off Long Reef.  It was quite a size and appeared to
be "flying" across the surface of the water on its side, in a
series of great glides and splashes, with its fins spread.  I
read in the Manly Daily a few days later that a rare
"Watson’s Flying Bonito" had been caught off Long Reef
and was dismayed to think that our playful friend had
come to such a sad end.  We picked up the mooring off the
club at 3.00 pm having left the Harbour at 9.00 a.m., so had
a good passage.  The Sydney-Pittwater stretches were defi-
nitely the best passages, but Jibbon Beach was well worth a
visit and a good spot to reconnoitre as a stopover on longer
passages, to Jervis Bay, for instance.

Since Easter we have had many enjoyable trips locally, join-
ing up with Phil and Ray Zwolenski on Kookaburra on two
occasions, once overnighting in Jerusalem Creek and once
for lunch and a swim at Maitland Bay.  We have also picked
up the Basin mooring and been bushwalking and spent a
night in Little Pittwater which has lovely beaches and a
creek to explore, but watch out – at low tide it does get
much shallower than most of the local anchorages.  We sud-
denly found the boat surrounded by swirling mud and
quickly moved a bit further out! The autumn weather has

EASTER CRUISE Continued

been just perfect for cruising.  Where is everyone else?  If
you’d like to do some sailing and anchor up in company,
please get in touch with the cruising division.  You are
missing some wonderful experiences!

Sue and Jim Flaye

WORKING B
Again, many thanks for those that 

came to the Working B
Without you the Club could not exist

Role of Honour

MICHAEL, RALPH, EDGE, JEAN, 
DICK, MATT, ZAC, WIL, TES & DAD,
KELLEY, CLAIRE, CHER, JOHN, WILL,

ANDY, DEAN, BRENTON, JORDY,
PETER, ANNA, PENNY, HARRY, JACK,
DANIEL, DENNIS, JANE, MICHAEL C,

LYNDAL, ROBYN, ELIZABETH,
RITCHIE, GEOFF, GEOFF, PETER H.

GLENN, JIM F. JIM D. CHRIS, TONY,
ROB C. ROB P. ROB W. PETER G.

PAUL, GREG, JULIAN, SHANE, DON,
MICHAEL, BRETT 

NOTICE TO YACHTS

Radio Support

As from the start of the coming 
season the Club will no longer 

support the 27Meg radio system

All communication will be via VHF 
and a VHF Base station will be 

operated at the Clubhouse for race
and general communication
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Jeff is “Legless” in NZ
NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL YOUNG 88 REGATTA

In April the crew of “FORERUNNER” competed in the
NZ National YOUNG 88 Championships. The regatta

was conducted on the Americas Cup race-course off
Auckland Harbour. The setting was magnificent, in some
ways similar to Pittwater, more open, without so many
local breezes, but with more tidal influence. The champi-
onship consisted of  8 races of 2 laps each. The courses
were Windward/Leewards. The breeze over both days
was steady at about 14 - 17 knots. 
All boats are measured & YOUNG 88s not conforming to

class rules cannot race. Basically, the fleet was identical.
This was one-design racing at its best & to win  you
needed sailing ability.
Our Australian crew was David Bonallo, Matthew Ogg,
Dara Herlihy, & myself. We had additional local crew
(Geoff Lowe, part owner & Sally & Greg), regular mem-
bers from the crew of the NZ YOUNG 88  “LEGLESS”
that we raced .
First the results. 21st  out of 26 boats. We were trashed,

humiliated,
even humbled..
This result
probably flat-
tered us. But
the racing was
so good,  by far
the best I have
ever had. 8
races were
scheduled, but
17 starts were
required. The
Black Flag was

needed 3 times. All hell broke loose when the 1 minute
gun sounded. All 26 boats hit that start line in every
time, ready to race, everybody yelling. Any boat over
was never OCS  by more than a half boat length. Tacks
were brilliant, ports & starboards frequent. And at the
end of each 2 lap race the last boat was never more
than 200 metres from the winner. There were no colli-
sions in the whole regatta, but there were many occa-
sions when boats came within inches & collisions
avoided by good sailing.

These kiwis were hot. Their NZ
YOUNG 88 fleet is the second
most prestigious in NZ, only
outranked by Etchells. They
are sponsored by CIALIS, who
provided a class spinnaker to
every boat when the sponsor-
ship began. Crews are stacked
with Americas Cup sailors.
They all want to win & nobody
is there to make up numbers.
They sail with 7 on board, &
the boats sail very flat. When
they tack, the crew goes from
rail to rail. Crew work was
supreme. 
Our problem, (except for the
driver who hit one mark 3
times to qualify for the dizzy

award after doing 360ís,  tide effect blamed, though
stupidity real cause), was purely ability. They have
learnt to do every everything just a fraction better than
we can. Our starts were always excellent, but upwind
the kiwis were brilliant & they were able to sail flatter
& higher away from the start & slowly creep in front.
In one-design racing, if you get in front & throw dirty
air & you are hard to beat. We were able to pass down-
wind, & usually clawed back several places, but never
enough. 

Their skills are honed, because every 2 weeks
they run windward/leewards as a Twilight Series, with
at least 20 boats. On Pittwater we are lucky if we race
windward/leewards twice a year.
So in summary, IT WAS BRILLIANT. Loved every
minute, hope to go back next year, & hope to absorb
the lessons we learnt.
And hope to get VIAGARAto sponsor our fleet.

Jeff Ogg
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COMING EVENTS
AGM

August 8th at 11am

Ice Breaker Centreboard
Regatta - RPAYC
21st and 22nd August

Working Bee
28th and 29th of August

BBQ Lunch Start 0800hrs

Opening Day
5th of September

Sailing Camp
13th and 14th, 20 and 21 November

RUNNING BY THE LEE

www.avalonsailingclub.com.au

This is a very late issue for which I apologise...lots of excuses but largely a case of Editor goes dormant in
the winter I think. Lots of good stuff in this issue though thanks once again to contributions from mem-

bers. I would draw your attention to Bob Bachelors piece “Who would go Sailing with me?” It’s very funny for
the simple reason we have all been there. I would like to make this a regular feature and draw on the member-
ship for more tales of woe...so don’t be shy dig up those sailing associated times when it all went wrong and
you lived to tell the tale and send them direct to me at <michael@smile.com.au> with any photos you may have.
Don’t be afraid if writing is not your forte we have experienced staff ready to edit and massage your story
into life if need be. Contributions can be as short as you like and up to about 200 words.

In this issue another great cruising story from those stalwart's Sue a Jim Flaye...I would not be at all 
surprised to see them take off for the wild blue yonder one day...they are really enjoying their new boat 
“Kate Kelly”.

A great idea comes from Elizabeth Kidner, the ASC’s own recipe book. Those among you who have slaved over
a hot metho stove will know what a demand there is for good simple sailing recipes. But don’t limit your ideas
to on-board food only, the main criterion is to produce an original cook book produced by ASC members. Any
recipe loosely associated with sailing or ASC in particular is acceptable...eat your heart out Jamie Oliver and
move over Nigela Lawson...(no, wait scrub that last bit). So get working on it and send your recipe’s to
Elizabeth <pkbuild@tpg.com.au> or leave them in the box at the Clubhouse as per the instructions on page 3.
Any photos you can provide (finished dish, author, eatee, raw ingredients etc) would be most appreciated.

Mike Maher


